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THE

JUST RECEIVED
TWO CARLOADS OF SELECTED POTATOES
FROM COLORADO

THSE ARE THE FINEST POTATOES ON THE
MARKET FREE FROM FRCST AND GCOD
KEEPERS

We will have a fresh

stock of Solitare Candies in

Excellent in Quality.

next week.

Cheap in Price.

ROUND

DAILY

OP.

THE NIGHT AND THE STORM.
By Ninette M. Ixiwater.)
A ballad of night and of terror, a ballad of wind and rain;
From the east leaped forth the darkness and swallowed up the main;
It hid the tree and the river, the house
and the level field;
It covered the stars in heaven ana
forced the moon to yield.
From the north the wind came sweep
ing, the lightning followed fast,
Th oorth lav mntp with terror before

hif

,
n,i,ht
unci'-,It sprung at the forest monarchs who
had reigned for many a year,
Broken they lay, and shattered, with
the hillside for a bier.
From the black clouds whirling madly
the angry rain leaped down;
The rill became a torrent and spread
throughout the town:
The black lakes moaned and trembled
and vainly tried to flee
The pleasant gardens man had made
he never more shall see.
But the sun arose at morning, the riv- ers sought their bed;
And men came forth and wrought
again anu cuveira
Onlv the great trees lying on the bare
earth, crushed and prone,
Tolu of the fearful revel of the crowned night on her throne.

h

ORDINANCE PASSED BY THE CITY
COUNCIL.
An

ordinance concerning the

,

For Falling Hair

regu-

motorcycles,
lating of automobiles,
and all other vehicles: the licensing
of chauffeurs, automobiles and other
motor vehicles.
Be it ordained by the City Council of
the City of Santa Fe:
Section 1. That it shall he unlaw--Hai- r
fnl to use or to operate any automobile or other motor vehicle within the
corporate limits of the city of Santa
Fe excepting under and by virtue of
the authority of a license or permit as
hereinafter provided.
Section 2. That the owner of any
automobile or other motor vehicle
shal pay annually a road lincense for
such vehicle in the sum of eight
($8.00)

M.f'

dollars

Co.

!

JUST RECEIVED

""

1

We promise you that, if your hair
is falling out, and you have not let
it go too far, you can repair the damage already done by using Rexall "93"
Tonic, with persistency and regularity, for a reasonable length of
time. It is a scientific, cleansing, antiseptic, germicidal preparation, that
good
destroys microbes, 1, stimulates
:

and

-

l

,1

Comfortable

nn

(

1

i

motes hair nourishment, removes dan
druff and restores hair health. It is
as pleasant to use as pure water, and
it is delicately perfumed. It is a
real toilet necessity.
We want you to try Recall "93"
Hair Tnnip with our nrnniise thfit it
will cost you nothing unless you are
perfectly satisfied with its use. It
comes in two sizes, prices 50c and
$1.00.
Remember, you can obtaiD
Rexall Remedies in this community
'
only at our store The Rexall Store.
The Fischer Drug Co.

For real comfort, slip into a union suit
of White Cat Underwear. The softness and coziness will make you feel
tip top. Then there's the convenience
of it, and the time saved in dressing.
No bunching; no division at the waist
line. Or, if you prefer separate garments you can get them also under the
White Cat label. Whether you do
outside or inside work there's a special
weight for you. Winter garments of

!

j

i

WHITE CAT
Underwear
FOR MEN

'""", u."..w,

are made of wool unequalled in softness,
warmth, comfort and strength. Made big
enough and long enough for comfort after
they come from the wash. They outlast
other makes. Don't buy your underwear
until you have seen the White Cat brand.
The prices will suit you.

e

Hew Line Fancy TableReading Lamps

Z,1

fioods

HEATING STOVES THAT HEAT

-'

ii

j

S. SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.

Is tire kind you get
f you buy from us.
You wi also get a
1

i

j

heater that will
burn less fuel and
radiate more htat

'

FRANK

F.

BRS CO.

SEL1GMAN

Sterling Silver and Brass Novelties

nil Line

NOVEMBER 2, 1910.

Always Soft

You Run No Risk When You
Use This Remedy

Section 3. That all present owners
shall within ten (10) days from the
1st day of November, 1910, and all fu-ture owners shall wilhin ten (10) days
after the receipt of their automobiles,
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
Telephone No. 40.
motorcycles, or other motor vehicles,
November of
an(1 on the 'lgt day ot'
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
h
thereafter file application
.
. .
.
the provisions of this ordinance, upCASH PURCHASES
ALL
f g t F
WITH
h
f ,
for such license, and shall in such on convitcion thereof in the court of
shall be fined
application specify the type (auto- the police magistrate,
,.,..
1
for the first offense not to exceed ten
Vlnrl
h,.
line steam, electric, etc.), and make ($10) dollars; for the second offense
ten ($10) dollars nor
(factory name) or motor vehicle for not less than
($25) dollars;
which license is sought, giving the more than twenty-fivoffense not less than
for
third
the
same.
of
number
factory
New York Sun.
e
($25) dollars nor more
Sec. 4. That upon receipt of such twenty-fivthan one hundred ($100) dollars or the
apthe
by
signed
properly
application
resiAnother Fire at Willard The
under oath, and accompanied revoking of all righ.s granted underdence of Alfred Means at Willard, Tor- plicant,
fee provided for in any of the provisions of this ordirance county, has been destroyed by by the necessary
Se tion 2 of this ordinance, it shall Tinnpp or hntb
fire.
Sec. 15. That all examination fees,
1 Eleven Tramps Sent to Rock Pile be the duty of the clerk of the city of license fees, and fines collected under
unto said applicant
Fe
to
Santa
issue
shall be turned over
At one sitting. Justice of the Peace C. a license
bearing a number. Said this ordinance of
at Raton, sent eleven license shall
M. Bayne,
the city of Santa
be in force for a period to the city clerk
Fe and be immediately placed in the
tramps to the rock pile.
of one year from the date thereof.
Ill With Typhoid Fever at Las VSec. 5. Upon receipt of such license city road fund.
Sec. 16. That all ordinances or
egasAbel Gallegos was brought to it shall be the duty of the applicant
Las Vegas yesterday from Cimarron or owner of such automobile or other I,arts of ordinances in conflict heremotor vehicle to cause to be placed, with, are hereby repealed and this
critically ill with typhoid fever.
Nicat his own expense, upon his car in ordinance shall be in full force and efYoung Man Dies of Tonsilitis
from and after its passage and
olas Baca, son of Valerio Baca, died conspicuous
Come'in and See one of the
places, front and reaf fect
tonpublication.
of
numin
Las
Vegas
large
(opposite rear lamp,'
yesterday at Upper
Finest Displays in the West.
ARTHUR SEL1GMAN,
silitis. He was aged IS years. Two uers no less than 3 inches in height
brothers and four sisters survive him. the corresponding number of such liAttest:
Mayor.
Sued for Blasting Powder Suit was cense with S. F.
T. P. DELGADO, City Clerk.
Mc- Sec. 6. That all persons employed
brought in the district court for
Kinley county against the Rocky Cliff as chauffeurs shall pay an occupation
IS
Coal Company by the iiiant rowuer license in the sum ot two dollars per MARGARITO CANDELARIO
MURDER.
HELD
FOR
e
c
Jii
t
nrnnniof1
j
cnifl
the
nnnnm
siisiuicu 111
Company of California, for $1,CC4,
milium, oatu iiva:iioc w
"
the same manner as heretofore pro-- '
price of a car of powder.
.
Struck His Compadre Over Head With
of
road
vided
license
the
for
procuring
District Court at Raton Adjourns
Said He Was
Monkeywrench
.
motorcycles, and
Judge M. C. Mechem has adjourned for automobiles,
Drunk.
other
motor
vehicles.
He
Raton.
at
court
appointdistrict
Albu(uer,ine) N. M., Nov.
Sec. 7. That all persons before ano AltilralTe who was struck on the
ed W K Oortner. of Las Vegas, ref- to
ophead with a monkey wrench by
eree in bankruptcy for the Alexander they shall be legally qualified
crate any automobile, motorcycles gavil0 Candelario last Saturday, died
Company of Raton,
or other motor vehicle in the city of ;as the result of his injuries at St.
Jaroo New Town The tracks of
e Hiian sausiacium pass au Joseph's
hospital
early yesterday
SPECIMENS OF ALL KINDS MOUNTED TRUE TO LIFE.
IMip San Luis Southern which eventu- - oania
examination oeiore tne noara oi ex- - morning. The charge ot assault witn
HANDSOME RUGS AND ROBES MADE FROM COYOTE,
ally will have its terminus in Santa
for intent to murder
pending against
Fe were last week completed to the aminers appointed by the mayor
WILDCAT, BEAR AND WOLF SKINS.
and such purpose, touching their qualifi- - Candelario was withdrawn immediboundary
New
Li.
v.
nf
hat cations and knowledge of the auto- ately after Altararre's death and a
MERCHANDISE
mobiles, motorcycles or other motor charge of murder substituted. CandeGENERAL
hp
published. The line starts at vehicles
lario is held in the county jail with- sought to be operated.
vii
on the Denver and Rio Grande
out
noronno
bond, pending investigation by a
nh
S
Tiint
referred
SeC.
.,
Kir
a Pao.
SANTA FK, N. M.
j i - :
PHONK
AZ6 CANON
Q
ROAD
snan
BLA.OK
ot
to
if,
in
tnis
orainance
bection
the
to
develop
tf'la Estates Company
and which was adjourned until 1:30
For the present an Prior to taking such examination file o'clock this afternoon
Costilla grant
for the purpose
the
with
secretary
auto line will be operated from .Taroso their applications
of hearing additional witnesses in the
ot
ot
Doara
the
accompanyof
examiners,
a
distance
to Quesla, Taos county,
case.
ing same with their examination fee
seventeen miles.
Altararre and Candelario became intwo
and
shall
sum
of
in
the
dollars,
While return-- !
A Serious Accident
volved in a quarrel near Abajo about
in sucu application specify the type, 5 o'clock last
Saturday evening. Acing from the Kindergarten reception
of automobile, motorat Western College at Artesia, Eddy kind, and make motor
cording to eye witnesses, Candelario
vehicle sought
a cycle or other
picked up a monkey wrench and hit
'county, Mrs..C. E. Mann sustained
to he nnernted.
Mrs.
Mann
and
Mrs.
serious accident.
Sec. 9. That upon the passing of injuvy proved to be more serious than
E. T. Dunaway were walking home
as provided for in was at first supposed and Altararre
and were picked up by Mrs. Kinney the examination
7 of this ordinance, the presi- - died
Section
wheel
yesterday morning.
moments
the
buggy
few
a
In
- dent and secretary of the
board ot Candelario is a young man about 2u
dropped into a rut in the road throw- furnish such appli- years old and has lived all his life in
be- examiners shall
ing Mrs. Kinney out. The horse
a certificate of qualification San Jose, a mile south of Albuquer'came frightened and turned around cant with
noti- que. He says he was drunk when he
LACK,
DAY & NIGHT 130 RED
tiirmvimr the other ladies out. Mrs. and shall immediately thereafter
125 PAAVE
of had the fight with Altararre and does
the
of
issuance
PHONK
clerk
the
fy
city
fl;Mann had her left ankle broken. Mrs.
said license which shall be renewed not know what occurred during" the
UNO
SATISFACTORILY
DONE.
PICTURE FRAitiiftG TASTEFULLY
ffl Dunaway and Mrs. Kinney were uninannually upon the payment of a fee of trouble.
jured.
- two ($2.00) dollars.
AtGood Hunting in Eddy County
Sec. 10. That the maximum speed
ter a ten days successful trip in the
- of all automobiles,
motorcycles, mo- composa
mountains
party
Guadalupe
other vehicles
all
and
tor
vehicles,
Dick
ed of F E Little Joe, Jack and
and within the corporate limits of the city
Beauford
Johns and Emmet
of Santa Fe shall be twelve (12) miles
Vance Polk have returned to Carls- vsr hour except
that on the streets
suetheir
of
bad and offer as evidence
the maximum
cess the heads, hides and meat of surrounding the plaza
The party went speed shall be eight (8) miles per
seven large bucks.
ru1
24 E SAN FRANGISCO ST
in rounding corners
from there to Queen where they were hour and
street
Francisco
San
through
Passing
Tieauford and Vance
hv
between the plaza and Don Gaspar
Polk, who led the way to the head of
s
(
avenue the maximum speed shall be
loo
Men's
nailed) was
struck
where
Arrova
camp
Rocky
sole? - - - - 50c
half
No
automoLadies'
hour.
l
four
miles
per
counover
the
around
While
scouting
50c
Sale Agents For
Rubber heels
or other motor ve- WORK
try the camp of the party composed of "ile, motorcycles,
CLASS
FIRST
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
on
e
8
ui
snumg
GUARANTEED.
j
Mayor McLenathen and brother, Will "cle
.
"6""
McLenathen, and Dr. Doepp, of Carls-Sec. 11. That every automobile,
bad, were met. Up to the latter part
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE.
of last week they had bagged three motorcycle, and every other motor
of fair size. Two of the bucks hide shall be equipped with a horn,
sound-firs- t
PHONE
which were brought home with the siren, or whistle; which shall be
BLACK
named party weighed 175 after Rd when rounding corners or cross
'nSs any street or when passing any
being dressed.
vehicle from the rear; every
the only
JFor
of Ointments for Catarrh that mobile or other motor vehicle, except
tonsorial
class
first
parlor
motorcycles, shall be equipped with
Contain Mercury.
in Santa Fe.
SATISFACTION ASSURED
as mercury will surely destroy the three lignts, two in front and one n
sense of smell and completely derange rear -- rear light led. Motorcycles
OUR NEW Pl'iCH
FIRS! CLASS CORRICK'S HACK LINE
the whole system when entering it shall bo equipped wi.h '.ne front
TREATMENT
the mucous surfaces. Such all other vehicles shall be equipped
Horses
Saddle
and
HACK SERVICE
is
popJiar'prices Buggies
guaranteed to cure, (do t only&
articles Should never be used except with a front light MI lights shall b
Dmdruff, falling hair
on prescriptions from reputable phy- - lighted within forty-fivrelieve,
aftel
minutes,
Wfc also
other scalp
sicians, as the damage they will do sunset and until daylight,
is ten fold to the good you can pos- or carry a c jmplete ine of ail the
gec 12. That all automobiles
sibly derive from them. Hall's ( Ca- - other four wheeled motor vehicles popular hair and facial tonics.
tarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. Bha1 be equipped with some
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
& Co., Toledo, O., contains no
A NEW AND UNSUALLY FINE LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER
djng device when the gtreet8 are Blip.
act-BATHS BATHS BATHS
and
taken
is
mercury,
internally,
CLOCKS
etc.
PLATED
CANDLESTICKS,
CRUCIFIXES,
ing directly upon the blood and mu-- j
of
none
the
gec
That
provls.
. t. .
cous surfaces of the system. In buy-- , ,
Ageuts HUBBS LAUNDRY
.
lknu
CUT GLASS AND HAND PAINTED CHINA
your
Ing Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you tained in Sections 10, 11 and 12 shall Phone us, wewillbeg-ladtocallfoAt Popular Prices
aundry on Mondays and Tubsdays
get the genuine. It Is taken internal-- ;
motor
to
apply
visiting automobiles,
and deliver on Thursdays and B'ridayg
ly and made in Toledo, 'Ohio, by F. 'J.
or
cycles or other motor vehicles,
All work is guaranteed;
HANDBAGS, COMPLETE ASSORTMENT
Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
socks are mended and buttons
Sold by all druggists. Price 75c per owners, drivers, or chauffers thereof,
sewed on you dhirts. without
until ten (10) days after their arrival
bottle.
Santa Fe, N. M.
extra charge.
.
345 San Francisco
Take Hall's Family Pills fop const!-- . within the city of Santa Fe.
Sec. 14. That any person violating r HONE RED 122. T HONE RED lit.
pstion.

W
inter
Grocery
vv

WEDNESDAY,

GORMLEY

elici-

than anyother make
on tbe market.

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER

Mexico-Colorad-

t,n

r

MULLIGAN

k

Our line is composed U the cd. brauu
(Coles Hot B'ast) which hums ccal or

equally well.
Come in and let us pomt out to you the
superiorty of the Coles.
wood

RISING

Phone
No

WSPw'S.lCO

If it's Hardware

We have it.

j

Funeral Directors &
Lic3nsed Embalmers

j

'

WHOLESALE

!

A

&

Retail

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT,

j

RETAIL

D

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

CERRILLCfe

Lump

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smiibirg Coal. SutmCoal.
' Sawed Wood and Kindling.

NICK YANNI'S

Wholesale

l

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & 8. F. Eepot.

SHOE SHOP

Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

85

4- -

ii,i Mr

Shawgo s Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works

hulf-sole-

-

s

5SSS45

LEO HERSCH

45

ANYTHING SATISFACTION GUARANTEED N E W MANAGEMENT- EQUIPMENT COURTEOUS TREAT MEN T- CL.SCAN

Gentlemen's

KERR'S

Phone
Red 132

PLAZA BARBER SHOP

auto-Bewar- e

JoiT.

0. 0. SrtAWGO, Propietor

light-throug-

Fine Rigs,

Call up

1

.

0tw

;

RATES RIGHT.
Dm Caspar Avenaa

&reatest importance in medicine. Without it the best
physician fail to produce the produce the proper results.
That is the reason for our insistence h getting prescription drugs of finest quality, of tested purity.
carefulnes in this regard that our label on a prescription is a guarantee of goodness.

l"ng
Tl"PV s
I
UU All 1 1 effort of the
A T

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Lively Line. Drivers Furnished

yor

Y0NTZ

R liable

Horses, Single
Horses
Saddle
Buggies, Surries,

irrittiots.

ai

HTT

East Side
Plaza.

i9 yean

e

H. C.

Hats Made New.

CHAS. CLOSSON

QUALITY

IsOOIK'':Pharmfliftv..
war

.

ZK'S

It is because of our

PI4 armacy
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WEDNESDAY,

THE SANTA FE SEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

RESULT8 THAT REMAIN
Are Appreciated

by Santa Fe People,

Thousands who suffer from backache and kidney complaint have tried
one remedy after another, finding only
temporary benefit. This Is discouraging, but there is one special kidney
medicine that cures permanently and
there is plenty of p'roof right here in
Santa Fe.
Here is the testimony of one who
used Doan's Kidney Pills years ago,
and now states that the cure was lasting.
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin St.,
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "There is no
praise too strong for me to give
Doan's Kidney Pills. The splendid results I obtained from their use several years ago has been permanent
and for that reason, my confidence in
them has increased. I suffered from a
dull, heavy ache in the small of my
back and was subject to headaches
and dizzy spells. I always felt tired,
had no ambition and was poor in
health when I procured Doan's Kidney
Pills. It did not take them long to
cure me and from that day to this,
I have been free from kidney complaint. I willingly confirm the public
statement I gave in January, 1907, telling of my experience with Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

States.
Remember the name
take no other.

Doan's

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

ENJOY AUTUMN
DRIVING THRU
THE COUNTRY

and

try

BY

It's the best route back to nature,
and will Imbue new life into your
wearied mind. The most pleasure
will be obtained by driving the

STYLISH LIVERY
We can furnish you. Our horses are
all equal to the trip and our car-

riages ride with ease and grace.
Don't forget to secure your rig

from us.

whims
310 San

&

riswg

Francisco St. 'Phone

139

Re.

We Have Built Up

our Paint business ty glvtng only the
best grades for a reasonable price.
Every can of our Paint Is reliable. It
is made of the best White Lead and
colors, giving a uniform
coat and spreading easily and smoothly without streaks or spots. These
colors will not fade in the sun, and
they cover a large surface. One coat
of our Paint is as good es two of other
well-groun- d

kinds.

Charles W. Dudrow
Don't Do It Yourself.

ly exceed the imports in normal years original pension rate of $12 from
and as it was an accepted rule of July n, 1910.
trade that the consumer ultimately
John C. Reed, Ft. liayard, granted
pays the freight as well as all other increase rate of $72 from August 20,

HAY ELIMINATE

THE PACKERS
Municipal Abattoirs Are Proposed by People of
Windy City

one-sixt- h

one-tent- h

WAR ON WHITE SLAVE TRAFFIC

Water Should Be Regarded as
.
.! n
rropeny r;
rvigni in me
Constitution.

Chicago,

Xov.

2.

Municipal

abat-

toirs are proposed as a means to eliminate the big packers who now are
held responsible for the high cost of
bacon along with other things bo(h
reasonable and unreasonable. The
success of the plant in Paris, Texas,
as well as in France and other foreign countries has offered this as a
means to end the continual clash between the growers of meat on the one
hand and the consumers on the other
with the packer necessarily in between getting the kicks from both
sides. The proposition involves the
acquisition oi me siocKyaras ana me
big packing plants by the city or state
in the belief that this will reduce the
cost of meats to the consumers. The
first argument raised against this radical proposal is the fact that the big
packers do business on a margin so
narrow, about 3 per cent on the gross
sales, that profits easily could become
losses and that the losses would run
to huge sums. The man who likes bacon for breakfast objects to paying
present retail prices of 35 cents a
pound, and the explanation of the retailers and packers has not calmed
him, that explanation being that the
hogs received are too fat and that the
majority of people like their bacon
best plentifully streaked with lean. A
retailer who runs one of the largest
and best markets predicts that the
prices will continue high for several
months but suggests that the eating
of bacon is not compulsory in Chicago
or any where else and that other
meats are now down to moderate figures. Horace Fletcher moreover asserts that by his system of thorough
he has lost his taste for
meat along with the taste for liquor
and tobacco and finds potatoes and
starchy food more palatable than the
best meat that is offered. Fletcher's
following is large and the menu he
recommends of no breakfast, a lunch
of baked potato, glass of cream, some
bread and butter and a sliced tomato,
and a dinner of soup, potatoes, nuts
and bread is being tried out in many
households. Grocery bills thus can be
cut to
according to Fletcher. However, the cleavers are busy
in the meat shops and the daily clash
between the shippers of live stock and
the packers takes place at the privately-owned
yards.
White Slave Traffic.
The warfare against the "white
slave traffic" has only begun, according to the United States District Attorney Sims who in Chicago was instrumental in launching it, although
to date the legislatures of several
states and the United States Congress
have enacted new statutes to punish
the men and women who capture girlhood as commodity for barter and sale
ana ruin. Since the enactment of the
new federal statute known as the
Mann bill there has been reported an
increase in interstate traffic in white
slaves which has aroused the department of justice to adopt vigorous and
systematic measures to detect and
stamp out the evil. Mr. Sims on return from Washington said the government's crusade would be national.
The, big cities of New York, Chicago,
San Francisco and New Orleans are
now known to be the principal markets of the country to which and
from which the procurers derive their
btisines and profits. Contrary to first
reports the grand jury investigation
in New York corroborated the statements made by Mf. Sims and others
after repeated raids in Chicago that
white slave traffic is an organized
business, the commodities traded. In
being girls and their virtue. It exists
and flourishes in the United States
and draws largely upon foreign countries for recruits but finds most of
the girls for the red light districts by
the night and day hunt for them by
procurers who seduce their victims to
sell them to houses of 111 fame.
Ocean Transportation.
One of the Imposing bubbles blown
by the congressional agitators who
love to assert that the country is gos
because of the
ing to the
"hundreds of millions of tribute" paid
to foreign ship owners by American
commerce was pricked here this week
by the common sense observation of
one of the leading exporters of the
f
of
country that on more than
the total foreign commerce of the
country the cost of ocean transportation, whether It be high or low, is paid
by foreigners and not by Americans.
The usual method of the alarmists in
estimating the amount paid out by
this country in ocean freights is to
compute it on both the export and import business of the United States
$3,500,000,000 Is the figure commonly
used. As the commercial authority already referred to points out, however,
the exports of the United States great

j
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one-thir-

bow-wow-

You are sure to make a blunder of
t and maybe spoil something. Besides
you will lose more time than you can
afford in trying to clean or press your
own clothes.. Send them to us and
the job will be done easily, quickly,
thoroughly and economically. Besides,
it will be seen by your friends that
it was done by a professional and not
an amateur, is not that worth some-

thing.'

Julius Muralter, Tailor.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
taunt

one-hal-

i

1

1
EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of building material

Phone

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
V
Red 100
Phone Red

THOVUS P. DELGADO, Mgr.

100

handling charges under ordinary conditions, the foreign buyers of American products settle for the tolls on
considerably more than halt the
amount quoted by those who are agitating about conditions in our foreign
trade. Incidentally, it is pointed out,
that ocean freights are only from
to
of railroad charges
in proportion to the distance carried
and that if the railway transportation
of the country were handled on a rate
basis anywhere approaching that of
foreign-ownethe
shipping trade
hundreds of millions in reality would
be saved to American consumers.
Irrigation Bonds.
The solution of the problem of irrigation and of the marketing of irrigation bonds in the United States,
which was the theme of the Chicago
Irrigation Association at a banquet,
seems likely to fall far short of the
mark reached in Australia and Canada. The failure at the outset to include In the constitution of the United
States water as a property right so far
has caused the only solutions offered
to be trivial and superficial and yet
irrigating never was more urgently
needed. The fact that there is nothing back of most issues of irrigation
bonds but a tract of land which is not
valuable beyond a nominal amount until water is put upon it, has been
carefully concealed by the vendors of
those bondu. In the unfortunate cases
where foreclosures have taken place
the security holders have found they
had nothing of much value until they
spent enough more money to insure
the supply of water and the actual
utilization of the land for growing
crops. In Australia and Canada the
governments have provided an absolute title both to land and water and
also have required that the water
shall be brought to every
tract
of land by the company which undertakes the task of irrigating any new
area. So far the question of water
titles is one which irrigation promoters have referred to as "a techniaal
point only which will be disposed of by
their attorneys." The litigation in the
United States for water titles is voluminous beyond any other involving
property rights and the settler whose
supply of water is reduced by the
"hogging" of a neighbor has no redress except by the doubtful process
of the courts, whereas in the other
countries the water hog finds his punishment in the penitentiary.
Ten Pound Tooth.

tooth
The discovery of a
goes to establish Chicago's reputation
as a stamping ground in prehistoric
times for mammoths of prodigious
size. The tooth which was dug up at
Chicago Heights was pronounced a
genuine molar of the age when elephants were as dogs and animals of
the rhinocerous size would be in danger of trampling by the full sized
quadrupeds of the Jungle.
d

Graveled Roofs.
The many acres of graveled roofs in
downtown Chicago are now charged
with a large part of the responsibility

for the

dust-fille-

d

atmosphere

of

the

"loop" district. A careful estimate
shows that on every 4,000 square feet
of roof there is a wagon load of dust
and that a wind blowing 40 miles an
hour will waft away a quarter of the
dust in the course of an hour to shower in the streets. LaSalle, which
claims prestige as the financial t
of the city, has just been plowed, harrowed, rolled and paved with creosote
blocks, and these blocks have been
covered with a coating of sand which
contributes to the
every
time the wind whisks down the street.
But it has been discovered that practically the entire downtown part of
the city now is roofed with tar, gravel
dust and street dirt. The result is
that every time it rains the dust
brought down by the rainfall lodges
in the gravel surfaces on the roofs and
that dust iS ready to become a nuisance the minute the roof is dry. The
investigation was caused by the uncertainty as to where all the dust came
from on windy days even when the
stj-ee-

dust-stor-

1010.

CHRONIC ULCERS

Where the blood is pure any wound
or laceration of the flesh heals "by
first intention." This id true because
nature has provided a constituent to
the circulation known as Plasma,
which joins and lin'uis the place together until the fibres and tissues can
permanently knit and interweave.
Whenever the ulcer becomes chronic
it is because this healing quality of
the blood has been impaired by some
impurity in the circulation, and the
place remains open, infecting all surrounding flesh, until the character of
the circulation is changed. No sore
can heal where the blood is bud ; because the morbid impurities on winch
it thrives are constantly deposited
into it by the burdened circulation.
Cleanse the blood and the sore will
heal of its own accord, because then
its very source and foundation will
have been destroyed. S. S. S. cures
Chronic Ulcers of every kind for the
one gieat reason that it thoroughly
It goes into the
purifies the blood.
circulation and removes every particle
ot inlectious or
morbid matter,
enriches the corpuscles, and assists nature ia
1910.
the formation of
Duncan R. Braswell of Ft. Bayard,
the necessary
granted increase rate of $24 from
plasmic qualities
Au5.
from
and
$30
1905,
September
of this vital fluid.
gust 18. 1910.
No matter from
Victor Flink of Ft. Bayard, granted
increase rat? of $30 from August IS, what source the impurities of the
blood came, S. S. S. will remove them.
1910.
John Funderburk of .Vara Visa, Book on Sores and Ulcers and any
advice free to all who write
granted original pension rat" of $8 medical
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO..
from March 26, 1910.
James R. Barr of Ft. Bayard, granted increase rate of $30 from August

New Mexico Military Institute

INDICATE BAD BLOOD

Thomas U." Smith, Ft. Bayard," granted original pension rate of $;!0 from
liine 11, 1910.
William .1. Boyne, Ft. Bayard, granted increase rate of $,'!() month from
August 20, 1010.
Mrs. Augusta Kraft. Albuquerque,
granted original pension rate of $U
from February 13, 1909; also accrued
pension.
Victorio
of
Benevidas,
Wagon
Mound, granted reissue rate of $13
from March 20, 1907, and $20 from
August ,"0, 1910.
FramUeo Lucero y Trujillo. Puerto de Luna, granted increase rate of
$1.) from August 22, 1910.
F. Stuart of Mountain
Benjamin
Park, granted original pension rate
of $12 from April 27, 1910.
Juan Francisco Trujillo of Park
View, granted original pension rate
of $12 from September 28, 1910.
John A. De Biruoii of Silver City,
granted increase at rate of $1 1 from
August 11, 1910.
William Giles A. Wright of Wagon
.Mound, granted increase at rate ot
$20 from August 13, 1910.
Wm. H. Bean of Ft. Bayard, granted
increase rate of $;"0 from August 20,

AtUnta.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,

"A."

i

-

from August 17, 1910.
Elwood L. Collins of Silver City,
granted original pension rate of $21
from October 16, 1909.
of
Mrs. Guadalupe S. de Aragon
Ranches of Taos, granted
original
pension rate of $12 from February 1,
1910; also accrued.
Wm. H. J. Conklin of Ft. Bayard,
granted increase rate of $30 from

-

1, 1910.

September

3, 1910.

William J. Worden of

William A. Cozine
ed increase rate of
ber 13. 1910.
Joseph Dietzen of
ed original pension

Ft. Bayard, grantrate of $17 from

May 14, 1910.

1

month from March 19, 1908.
PENSIONS DELEGATE ANDREWS
Charles W. Wood of Cuates, granted
HELPED TO SECURE, reissue of pension, rate of $15 from

September 20, 1910.
John Singleton of Ft. Bayard, gram
ed Increase at rate of $30 from
September 17, 1910.
of
D.
Ft.
Brott
Bayard,
Edgar
granted Increase rate of $24 from September 17, 1910.
Leonard Bradshaw of Ft. Bayard,
granted original pension rate of $30
from May 17, 1910.
Thomas L. Kane

of Ft. Bayard,
granted increase rate of $30 from Sep-

tember 17, 1910.
Charles Palmer of Ft. Bayard, granted original pension rate of $24 from
gust 13, 1910.
July 18, 1910.
Mrs. Maria Torres, Socorro, granted - Mrs. Pena of East Las Vegas, grant- -

Through Academic course, preparing young
men for colletre or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Ml lltary School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West ut aD e'evatioc of 1,700
feet aboe sea level, giiDBhliie everv day. but
Ittie raio or sno during session.
Eleven Officers, and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated. Hgbt
ed and modern li all respects.
C REGENTS
E. A. Cahoon, President W
G, Hainlltoa, Vice President: J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. AtklDson Secretary, and W

1

-

I- -

A

Flnlay
For particulars an 3 illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JA8. W. WILLSON
Superintendent.

RIDE IN THE MOON

Ga.

ed original

11,

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINK AND SUPPLIES.

VNTA FE GARAGE

S

PaUce Ave.

1910.

Anastacio Lucero of Santa Fe, granted reissue rate of $15 from October
S. 1910.

Mrs. Sabrina A. Patterson of Ro
rate
well, granted original pension
of $12 from October 12. 190S. and $2
additional from same date for her
minor child.

The kind that grows with your library
that
that will fit practically any space
can be moved one unit a! a time by one
person without disturbing the books that is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
roller- bookcase made. Fitted with
units
with
furnished
without
;
base
doors
or
bearing
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for catalog 105 with interior
views showing nrranfiameot injibrary ,parlor,etc

Santa

of Socorro, grant$20 from Septem-

1

It-.-

MONTH
OF OCTOBER
HAD TWO CLOUDY DAYS.
Fe,
granted reissue at rale of $15 from
Sunshine Percentage Was 77 Great
August 31, 1910.
Deficiency From Average PresFrancisco Montoya of Lumberton,
tation Since New Year.
granted increase rate of $15 from

September

--

"ten

l:

pension rate of $12 from
September 19, 1910: also invalid acMichalo Moran of Ft. Bayard, grant- crued.
ed increase rate of $30 from August
Simon Arias of Santa Fe, granted
20. 1910.
reissue rate of $12 from October 1,
W. A. Compton of Ft. Bayard, grant- 1910.
ed original pension rate of $"0 from
.lose L. Garcia of Chilili, granted reJune If. 1910.
newal of pension rate of $15 from OcRobt. W. Cowardin of Ft. Bayard,
tober 5, 1910.
granted original pension rate of $12
Antonio M. Gonzales of Raton,
from April 12, 1910.
granted original pension rate of $12
of
Ft.
Miller
W.
Bayard, from
Joseph
21, 1909, as guardian of
granted increase rate of $17 from Au- Maria August
R. Gonzales.
gust IS, 1910.
Ramon
of Tajique, granted
John IT. Isbester of Ft. Bayard, increase atChaves,
rate of $20 from October
granted original pension rate of $6 10. 1910.
from October 19, 1908, and $12 from
Gustav Meyer of Ft. Bayard, grantAugust 22, 1910,
ed original pension rate of $:',0 from
of Ft. Bayard, grantGeorge
1910.
ed increase rate of $17 from August June 13,
of Artesia.
Chauncey M. Starkey
IS, 1910.
OcAntonio Montoya of Las Vegas, granted increase rate of $15 from
tober 1, 1910.
from
at
rate
of
$12
granted reissue
Benjamin W. Randall of Ixndsburg,
December 27, 1909.
granted original pension rate of $15
Harley Axtell of Fairview. granted from
September 3, 1910.
$30 increase from August 27, 1910.
William H. Rue of Doming, grantAndrew J. Gilmour of Flora Vista,
ed increase rate of $15 from October
increase rate of $10 month

granted

"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RAT K SCHOOL IN CLASS

"

20, 1910.

of Ft. Bayard,
Nicholas Origer
granted increase rate of $14 from
September 5, 1910.
Benjamin B. Godsey of Ft. Bayard,
granted increase rate of $30 from
September 6, 1910.
Charles T. Johnston of Ft. Bayard,
granted increase rate of $50 from
September 5, 1910.
Herman F. Hearon of Ft. Bayard,
granted increase rate of $24 from
September 6, 1910.
streets were sprinkled. Other cities
Irvin Cox of Ft. Bayardat granted
use tile roofs and a campaign has increase rate of $30 from September
been launched to tile the entire roof 5, 1910.
area in the loop district. That will
Mrs. Juan R. Martinez of Sapello,
require several square miles of roof granted original pension rate of $12
tiles.
from March 25. 1909; also accrued.
Suburban Lines.
Aaron B. Coats of Ft. Bayard,
A remarkable situation has again granted increase rate of $24 from
postponed the acquisition of the street September 5, 1910.
car lines in the outlying districts of James H. Munns of Ft. Bayard,
Chicago's west side which are owned granted increase rate of $17 from
by the Consolidateu Traction Com- September 5, 1910.
pany the progress to the rehabilitation
Charles F. Clements of Ft. Bayard,
of that system having been repeatedly granted increase rate of $24 from Sep"on again, off again, gone again
tember 5, 1910.
The widow of Charles T.
Nicholas Apodaca of Las Vegas,
Yerkes who built these west side lines granted increase rate of $20 from
and considerably tangled their financ- September 20, 1910.
es has secured injunctions restraining
Joseph W. Dobbins of Farmington,
the executor of the Yerkes estate granted increase" rate of $15 from
from carrying out deals which he is September 12, 1910.
alleged to have made to the injury of
Patrick Dugan of Elizabethtown,
her interests. She has repeatedly granted increase at rate ot $20 from
fought in the courts with the executor September 23, 1910.
who represents the estate which large
Jose L. Martinez of Taos, granted
ly was left to her. The latest conten- increase rate of $15 from September
tion Involves nearly $4,500,000 of 12, 1910.
bonds which Mrs. Yerkes refuses to
Mrs. Eveline H. Crichton of Santa
sell at the price which Executor Ows- - Fe, granted original pension rate of
ley has agreed to. When his agree-- $12 from February 7, 1910; also ac
ment was reached with the Chicago crued.
Railways Company, which owns the
Mrs. Maria R. C. de Casados of
north side lines, it was supposed that Cleveland, granted original pension
all obstacles were out of the way and rate of $12 from July 11, 1910; also
that the west side districts would soon accrued.
have as great a reform in the street
Benjamin Snow, Ft. Bayard, granted
car service and equipment as other original pension rate of $14 from June
parts of the city have had since the 15, 1910.
traction franchise was voted after the
William R. Morrison of Raton,
protracted struggle of many years.
granted original pension rate of $12

Long List of Those Granted New Mex
ico Veterans During the Past
Two Months.
August Strauss, Artesia, N. M.,
granted reissue rate of $15 per month
from August 15, 1910.
Alfred B. Patten, Ogle, N. M., grant
ed increase at rate of $15 per month
from August 6, 1910.
Wm. A. Vance, Cimarron, granted
increase at rate of $15 per month
from August 8, 4910.
Trinidad Urioste, of Santa Fe,
granted reissue rate of $15 from Au-
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During October, Santa Fe had two
days without sunshine, which is quite
a departure from the sunshine record,
for the months that have a day on
which the sun does not shine are the
exception at Santa Fe. Nevertheless,
the sunshine average for October was
77 per cent and there were fifteen
days with 100 per cent of sunshine
and ten days more on which the sunshine exceeded CO per cent. The highest temperature reading was 80 degrees on October 8 and the lowest 20
degrees on October 2S. The greatest
daily range was only 36 degrees on
October 2 9and the least range 7 de20.
The mean
grees on October
barometric pressure was 30.05, the
highest 30.54 on October 28 and the
lowest 29.64 on October 16. There has
been an accumulated excess in temperature over the average since New
Year of 255 degrees. The precipitation during October was only .4 of an
inch and the greatest precipitation for
any 24 consecutive hours was .17 of an
inch on October 18 and 19. The accumulated deficiency from the average since New Year amounts to 5.32
The prevailing direction of
inches.
the wind was from the northeast, the
total movement 6370 miles, the average hourly velocity 8.6 miles an hour,
the maximum velocity 36 miles per
hour from the southeast on October
15. The number of clear days was
20, partly cloudy 8, clody 3, days on
which more than .01 of an inch of
precipitation was recorded were 5.
The mean relative humidity at 6 p. m.
was 44 per cent. The mean maximum
temperature was 62.2 degrees, the
mean minimum 36.8 degrees.

non-bindin-

i

New Mexican Printing Company
Sole Agents, Sar- - Fe, New Mexico.

ubbet Stamps
WHEN YOU FINO YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, P.E
MEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEV
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAY3

I.
PRICE-LIS-

Palace.

John H. Riley, Colorado Springs; D.
C. Collins, Los Angeles; H. M. Rod
erick, Raton; Charles B. Kehrman, St.
Louis; J. F. Davis, Portsmouth, O.;
Mrs. F. G. Robinson, Albuquerque; M.
Rosenblatt, New York .
Claire.
F. M. Hughes, Des Moines, la.; J. C.
Pollock, St. Louis; Frank Makeup,
Heme, Canada; Levi Spiegelberg,
New York; A. Tinholt, Mississippi;
Mrs.
J. M, Sandoval, Albuquerque;
John C. Dalton, Manassa, Colo.; John
Caldwell, Hodges; H. B. Ferguson, Albuquerque; C. B. Stubblefield, Las
Vegas; James Farley, Albuquerque;
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Bradbury, Ray,
Ariz.; J. M. Hailey, Buckman..
Gregg's.
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Thompson,
Harrison Carmody, Flagstaff;
George Watson, Los Angeles.
Coronado.
Samuel Kensell, Estancla; L. M.
West, Cowan; 3. L. Loomis, Buck-man- ;
J. Garvin, Albuquerque.

T

Stamp, not over 2 2 Inches ong
15,
Each additional line on same atamp, 10c.
One-lin-e
and not over 3
Stamp, over 2
inches long
20e.
Each additional line on stamp, 15.
and not ov er 5 Inches long
Stamp, over 3
25e.
Each' additional line on same stamp, 20c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, per Inch
I6.
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lintj on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-ha- lf
Inch inch In
siz, we charge for on
line for each one-haInch or fraction.
One-lin- e

2

Or,e-lin-

HOTEL VRRIVALS

g,

e

2

2

lf

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date for
Dater month, day and year in
inch
Ledger
Regular line Dater
Deflnance Model Band Cstsr
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
8TAMP
PADS.

W
50

3

Fac-Smi- le

SELF-INKIN-

10

cents;
K cents; 3

2x3

35

i.6g
1.50
1.50

G

M,

15 cants; 2
14, 50 cents; 4
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS

25

csnts; 2
75 csnts.

'A,

ADDKE8S
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the measures adopted was but a frac-- j
R. J. PALES, President.
BLANKS.
i. B. BEAD, Cashier.
EU1ERUL- - 50GBIES
tion in excess of 13 per cent of the
FRfEK McKAhE, Assistant Castitr
L, A, HUGHES,
'
total vote cast at the election.
Printed and for sale by New MexiPUBLISHERS.
can
COMPANY
N.
S
Fe.
PRINTING
rHE NEW MEXICAN
"To initiate a measure but
Printing Company, Santa
per
MASONIC.
Mex.
FRANK P. STURGES,
cent of the votes cast at the preceding
PAUL A. F. WALTER.
Vice Prealden
Editor and President.
election is required. It is fair to asMining Blanks.
Montezuma Lodge No
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sheet.
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sheet
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sheet.
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Secretary.
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Market
Sheep
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Mr and Mrs. Bayard Cutting, of ' wulu" urtB a
7 very little
weak. Native $2.60fJ 4.30;
western,
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and
prop
New York, are expected to arrive here atively speaking,
S2.65W4.30;
$4.35fj:5.40;
yearlings
tax payer.
individual
to
the
erty
AND
THE
NEWEST COLORINGS OF
lambs $5.75(5 6.65; western $4.75ifi
Saturday evening to visit their son, Texico
Trumpet.
6.60.
Bronson Cutting, and their daughter,
THE
IN MISSES
SEASON
CLOAKS
Msr George Cabot Ward, who are re--!
Kansas City, Nov. 2 Cattle Re-- ;
IN
RANGING
FROM
PRICE
the
To
Mr.
"Hon. Solomon Moon,
patriarch ceipts 12.000, including 500 southerns.
siding on Buena Vista Heights.
Cutting is a noted New. York lawyer politician from the imperial county of Market steady. Native steers I5.25W
FOR THE LITTLE
AGE
He and Mrs. Cutting Valencia ,is always in evidence,
and financier.
southern steers $3.755.25;
7.25;
2 TO
Santa Fe in the spring, but ways working, smiling, always for the southern cows $3fa4.60; native cows
spent only a day here.
people. Brother Bursum and his mag-- i and heifers $2.60(&6.5fli stockers and
HATS AND CAPS FOR BOTH BoYS
ic are all here and Socorro county is feeders $3.505.50; bulls $3.554.50;
fq.
t roud of it. Bursum Is a Prince. He calves $4(58.25; western sleers
AND
GIRLS IN ALL THE LATEST
most con-- ' 5.75; western cows $2.75 5.
is the most
AND COLORS,
PRICES To
Market
6,500.
Receipts
siderate and most conscientious poli "if()gs
tician in America. He Is a magician, steady. Bulk $8f8.45: heavy $7.750?'
SUIT EVERYBODY.
an organizer 18.05; packers and butchers $80; 8.45;
a leader, a
"One important referendum constiSlight $S.30(?t8.50.
THE ABOVE ARE ABSOLUTELY NEW
above all a good man.
and
tutional amendment, to be adopted or
Market
W. Armijo, the chief
!i,ni(i.
"Hon.
Receipts
George
sheep
BE
AND THE MOST
rejected by the voters of South Dako- clerk of the convention, accidentally si eady- - Muttons $3.504. 50; lambs
ta will determine whether the railroad
a
and
fed
offered
wethers
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$5.25(56.75;
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large
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.
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uy
nraiem e
o.ii
in ii 'i.u.iu;
reward for tne nnuer oi nis
equipped with electric headlights."
4.00.
the meantime his hairless head Is
Arizona Republican.
shining like a Funston electric light.
is a very competent man, a Bill
"Some of our New Mexico exchang-;H-e
and a Peck's Bad Boy, all mixed
El
es are somewhat
that
Nye
surprised
Paso shows resentment over the idea up, a real good fellow and more, the
WE ENDEAVOR
TREAT OUR
It is a case hest clerk In the land. President
of enforced annexation.
that Is synonymous with that of the Spiess has proven the expected, a Tom
PATRONS IN SUCH MANNER AS
well known canine that has come Reed, a parliamentarian of rare
TO MERIT THEIR PATRONAGE,
to us through history as being jfv To the Army he has been cour- eternally opposed to being wagged by teous and liberal, hut he does not
E' Paso overlook his power when he needs the
his own caudal appendage."
Times.
steam roller. Delegate Eufragio Gal- ;
legos 's called the Taft of Union coun-"In the meantime, lest it be forgot- ty. He also carries his 300 pounds of
Telephone Fed IS tni have
ten, we would rise t,o remark that public
roost
gracefully
dignity
your orders delivered
there are a whole lot of people in Ros- - wherever he goeth." Las Cruces Citi- well just now who do not think near
like following re suggested to the thirsty as something
as much of the initiative and refercool and inviting
endum as they did. The reason is that
Continued on Page Eight.
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WILD
mischief
for
ALE,
CHERRY,
its
understand
power
they
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
now, while they didn't understand anymust know his business thoroughly
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
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the Republican predicted
from the
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personnel of the siK'cessful candidates
J. M. Sandoval of Albuquerque, is to the constitutional convention prea visitor in Santa Fe.
cisely what has happened to the diMrs. Frank W. Clancy. of Allmuuer rect legislation scheme over there."
que, is a visitor In town.
Arizona Republican.
J. M. Hailley, a lumber man from
Buckman, is at the Claire.
It is indeed amusing to see some
Charles B. Kehrman, a hat salesman of our
paragraph editors fill up their
of St. Louis, is at the Palace.
with nothing but "Corporation!!
Mrs. F. (5. Robinson of APiuquer-- ' papers
for
constitution," "railroad lawyers
que is here visiting friends.
and similar phrases when
Harrison Carmody, a business man delegates,"
a large per cent of the Democratic
nv to figure the cost to you of a iicin. a
from Flagstaff, Ariz., is in the city.
are lawyers who have cor-- I i 'l
a
i.iinic,
iu:;c;heori.t.,1a
Hydrographer J. B. Stewart, is back delegates railroads, and monied inter- Ii lo tiguru
fir y,:,r as .,ne s
from a busines trip lasting several porations.
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use
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csts among their clients. Nothing!
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if a faim wayon. fi
days.
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n vf.irs and
about that at all, as' long as
lily ' repairs, (he ei.'V.
John H. Riley, a prominent cattle (wrong
nf'lha
j'l
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men.
but
is
a
are
remember
It)
honest
vcar.
uaj.in
dealer of Colorado Springs, is at. the they
anot her
costs cnlv .71, 111(1 lasis lu e.i - "!!
that the class you are ding donging at
cs flu ttnrtli of repairs, the c
Palace.
reqini
all the time are not all Republicans."
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at h ast.
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PHONE

S. KAUNE &

H.

26

No.

PHONE
No 26

CO

FOR SALE OR RENT
Residence property with all modern
r
heat etc. etc.
conveniences,
Also furnished rooms for rent.
O C- WATSON & COMPANY
hot-wate-

-

Surety Bonds

Insurance

.

Santa Fe, New Mexico
Phone Hed

St.

119 San Franuiscv

No. 189

Santa Fe Hdwe. & Supply Co.

i

Wholesale

Retail
Dealers in

"EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE"

j
i

j
j

G! lildrens

Dresses Cloaks
JJE5

msszs which

for the little
or their elders
val

i

The mercury shows that the winter

is

and now is the time to get those warm

,

righ
pil-

EXPERT EM

feed-yea-

SIZES

fnir

11 1

j

STYLES

DIRECTORS.

FUNERAL

11

14,

11.50 TO$14. 00

j

Furniture Co.

B ALMERS &

in

V

material.
We have some very attractive furniture too.
Akers-Wagne- f

-

Ala-jde-

lows of which we have a large assortment.
Also quilts to keep oue comfy these cold
nights. We have also some very fine rugs,
immense in s'ze and reasonable in price;
they are wool fibre, velvet and of other

j

$2.25

$9,00

INVITED TO VISIT THE ROOMS OF THE

YOU ARE CORDIALLY

Santa Fe Trail Curia Company
A

'FEW

MISSES,

14 YEARS

!

nroad-minde-

MORE OUTLINE, MAVAJO RUGS
ARE
GLOSING OUT TO MAKE ROOM FOR
THAT WE
WE HAVE

STYLES

;

spell-hinde- r,

OUR NEW STOCK.

j

Baskets

Blankets

Curios

UP-TO-D-

ATE

To

j

Nfew

Corner of Pldzt,

S. E.

hartley real ESTATE

c. e.

E

Management

CO

of

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
IANOHE9,
ANl)

SMALL,

RANCHES
LA RGB
AND
SMALL.

We are prepared to locate settlers on
eminent land. We hove Irrigation entor- prises, needing capital Moneyed men are

mviiea locorrespuna wim us.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

IN NEW

MEXICO,

Abstracts of Title
Realty Matters

LET US

HER

FROM YOU,

&

W. N. T0WNSEND

Collections.

Do not delay until after the fire
NOW is ttn TIME to take out
that INSURANCE POLTCY

i

A COMPETENT
PHARMACIST
AND METALS.
"The historic old City Santa Fe . New MONEY Nov. 2. Call money
York,
should be Kept as the capital of the
per cent; Prime mercan- puts up our prescriptions.
great state of New Mexico. Santa Pe tile paper 51-2The ingredients are full strength,
per cent; Mexican
j has been known
Su- fresh,
ap the capital, and dollars 46; Amalgamated 711-2- ;
and of the best standard
why should it he changed at this late gar 1181-2- ;
Great makes. In case
Atchison
105;
of sickness you make
day? Santa Fe Is the oldest town tn Northern pfd. 127; New York Central
no mistake in having your prescrip-- j
New Mexico, nA as such should be 116; Northern Pacific 118
Reading
tions put up by us.
1181-4- ;
kept as the capital of the new state 152
Southern Pacific
and we in northeastern New Mexico Union Pacific 174
Steel 79; pfd.
wouid like to see the Capital left in 1171-4- .
i Santa Fe not for fifty years but indefiNew York, Nov. 2. Lead quiet $4.40
4.50; stand copper firm, spot $12.40
nitely." Folsom Leader.
j ,,
Dec. $12.45012.75; silver 56.
62
j
"The youth (he must be a youth)
WOOL MARKET
!who runs the Tribune Citizen of Al- & Co.
St. Louis, Nov. 2. Wool steady; Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.

REALTY

!TTf

I

& INSURANCE AGENCY .

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
'
Rjom ly Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black

76

PHARMACY

1--

We ae Agents

SSJ.

Gall

,

Santa Fe Water

and

Light Com

j

!...

T

R V.BOYLK
CUREHDON

Mgr.

POULTRY

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING d
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS every Oay
yure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandotte. (Jhlckent
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed oi. clean wholesome food
genus nor Ptomaine poisoning,
only. No chance of Tuberculosis
A FBW FAT HKN8 FOR HATING.

24 Hour Electric Service
WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

i

CLARENDON
GARDEN

'

3--

THE CAPITAL

-

HENRY KRICK, Proprietor
drinks nade from filtered water.
TTT rtfT X
mull rrrrrrrrmrrwyimtiiii MHtwmnm
imi,

AH

7--

FE ABSTRACT.

SUNT

& CO.

j

REPORT

Legal Papers

Rents

j

ahll-dow- n

all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, $60.00 to $175 00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Offers irrigated lands in tracts

1

i

To

SPRINGER, NEW MK.XICO

,jj

i

j

Real Estate

!'

j

DAY

and

Operation

ii

1
TniJ SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,
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WEDNESDAY,

N Jf.

such extraordinary session of the Sen- ate shall exceed the period of six
days.
Sec. 11. Every bill passed by the
general assembly shall before it be-comes a law, be presented to the gov-- j
ernor. If he approve, he shall sign
it, and thereupon It becomes a law;
but if he do not approve, he shall re-turn it, with his objections, to the
House in which it originated, which
House shall enter the objections at
large upon its journal, and proceed to
reconsider the bill. If then
of the members elected agree to pass
the same, it shall be sent, together
with the objections, to the other
House, by which It shall likewise be
and if approved
by
reconsidered,
s
of the members elected to
that House, it shall become a law, notwithstanding the objections of the
governor. In all such cases the vote
of each House shall be determined by
ayes and naves, to be entered upon the
journal. If any bill shall not be re
turned by the governor within ten
days after it shall have been present- ed to him, the same shall be a law in
like manner as if he had signed it, unless the general assembly shall, by

St, Louis Rocky Ml. &

NOVEMBER 2, 1910.
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Koehler Junction
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Has a strong, durable
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ed

Rayo User, Always One

Dealers Everywhere. If not at yours, write for descriptive
circular to the nearest agency of the

::::::::::!

This

two-third- s

Made of solid brass, nickeled, and easily polished.

y

Koehler.

T,v!
.....Cimarron
Cimarron
Arj
Nash
Harlan
..lTte Hark, N. M...Lv

shade-holde-

1

son's burner adds to the strength and appearance.

y&Att

i

When you pay more than the Rayo
price for a lamp, you are paying for extra
decorations that cannot add to the quality
of the light. You can't pay for a better
light, because there is none. An oil light
has the least effect on the human eye, and
the Rayo Lamp is the best oil lamp made,
though low in price. You can pay $5, $10,
or $20 for some other lamp, and although
you get a more costly lamp, you can t
get a better light than the white, mellow,
diffused, unflickering light of the
Rayo.
low-pric-

iiCoIfax

4 IS
4 43
5 10

1910

Moines. X. M...Ar
iiumnldo
tHinian

t'lipulln
Vigil...
Ihompscn
t'unnihffham
;.. ..Clifton House N.M

.

5 18
5 2
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STATION'S

Miles

the Best Light at Any Price

Gives

NEW MEXICO.

OFFICES-RAT- ON

(Read Mowill

7 30
7 40

Company.
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their adjournment, prevent its return,

We know of no other medicine which has been so successful in relieving the suffering of women, or secured so
many genuine testimonials, as has Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.
In almost every community you will find women who
have been restored to health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. Almost every woman you meet has
either been benefited by it, or knows some one who has.
In the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn, Mass., are files containing over one million one hundred thousand letters from
women seeking health, in which many openly state over
their own signatures that they have regained their health by
taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has saved
many women from surgical operations.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is made exclusively from roots and herbs, and is perfectly harmless.
The reason why it is so successful is because it contains
ingredients which act directly upon the female organism,
restoring it to healthy and normal activity.
Thousands of unsolicited and genuine testimonials such
as the following prove the efficiency of this simple remedy.
Minneapolis, Minn.: " I was a preat sufferer
from female troubles which caused a weakness
and broken down condition of the system. I
read so much of what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound had done for other suffering
women, l telt sure it would help me, ana 1 must
say it did heip me wonderfully. Within three

in which case it shall be filed, with
experienced, trained educator.
his objections, in the office of the sec- election
for
Persons to be eligible
retary of state, within ten days after
to the offices named in the preceding such
adjournment, or else become a
paragraph shall be citizens of the Uni-tp- - law.
states and shall have resided conSec.12. The governor shall ha'fe
tinuously for a period of five years in
to disapprove of any item or
power
VAN
J.
M.
Mexico
G.
E.
HOUTEN,
DEDMAN,
WILLIAMS,
the state or territory of New
c"" ul
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
next preceding his election.
Superintendent.
of money
embracing distinct
Sec 6. The governor shall be com- f
or parts of the bill
Santa Fe, N. M., October 27, 1910.
mander-in-chie- f
of the military forces items and part
To the Honorable
Chas. A. Spiess,
be law, and the term or
shall
shall
when
they
state, except
ems disapproved shall be void unPresident and Members of the Con- be the
called into actual service of the
stitutional Convention, Convention united States. He shall have power
following: If
in session he
Hall, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
to call out the militia, to execute the the general assembly be
House in which
Your committee heretofore appoint- laws,
insurrection and to re- - aH .transmit to the
suppress
!
.
a copy of the item
the
ed for the purpose of drafting the Arinvasion.
jtema thereo disappr0ved, togeth- ticle entitled "Executive Department" pelSec. 7. The
governor shall noml-- i
wjth his objeetiona thereto, and
to
submit
the
leave
following
begs
nate, and by and with the consent of the Uema objected to BhaU be sepa-thtwenty-fou- r
sections, and do respectFrom Santa Fe to EI Paso, Bisbee,
whose
Senate, appoint all officers
ratey reconsi(ere(L and each item
fully ask that the same be included offices are established
by this consti- - ghall then take the same course as
Douglas, and all Points in New
and made part of the constitution.
tution, or which may be created by,
rBaprihBA fnr the nassasre nf bills
Respectfully,
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to
law, and whose appointment or elec- over the governor's veto,
T.
D.
BURNS,
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO ,
tion is not otherwise provided for,
Chairman.
Sec. 13. In case of the death, imand may remove any such officer for
CENTRAL to Torrance,
M. L. STERN',
or conviction of felony, or
peachment,
incompetency, neglect of duty or mal- infamous
failure to qualify,
Secretary. ' feasance in office.
crime,
If, during the re- &
El
from the state,
g. clancy,
john
cess of the Senate a vacancy occur in resignation, absence
e. s.
or other disability of the governor,
shall
such
the
apoffice,
any
governor
and emoluments
chas. w. miller,
some fit person to discharge the the powers, duties,
months I was a perfectly well woman.
residue of the
the
for
of
the
office,
anastacio medina point
duties thereof until the next meeting
" I want this letter made public to show the
be rethe
or
until
disability
term,
luciano maes,
of the Senate, when he shall nomi-- j
benefits to be derived from Lydia E. Pinkham's
devolve upon the lieushall
moved
ii. o'brien,
nate some person to fill such office,
Vegetable Compound." Mrs. John O. Moldan,
wm. Mcintosh,
tenant governor.
j If the office
of auditor of state, state
2115 Second St., North Minneapolis, Minn.
14.
The
Sec.
vigil,
lieutenant
governor
of
state,
treasurer,
secretary
attorney
Women who are suffering from those dis
For Rates and full information address
h. o. bursum,
general, or superintendent of public shall be president of the Senate, and
ills
is
when
shall
Senate
the
vote only
tressing
peculiar to their sex should not lose sight of
instruction shall be vacated by death;
Department.
of the abcase
In
divided.
these
facts
equally
or
doubt the ability of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegshall
be
or
it
otherwise,
resignation,
BfcCAKiMtNi
the duty of the g0vernor to fill the sence, impeachment, or disqualifica
A.
etable
to restore their health.
Compound
.
Article
isanie by appointment, and the appoin- - tion for any cause, of the lieutenant
El Paso Texas.
he
hold
the
when
shall
or
e
Section 1. The executive depart-teshall hold his office until his sue- governor,
ex
on the sewer in Albuquerque,"
ment shall consist of a governor,
shall be elected and qualified office of governor, then the president TWO BOYS CONFESS
tenant governor, secretary of state, in such manner as may be provided pro tempore of the Senate shall perTO BOLD BURGLARY. plained Johnnie. "My father's name is
form the duties of the lieutenant gov- Mr. French, I don't know what his
auditor of state, state treasurer, at-- ! bv law.
until the vacancy is filled or the Stole Seven Guns on Sunday Night first name is. And I don't know the
8.
Sec.
The governor shall have
lorney general and superintendent of
commuta- - disability removed.
name of the woman who has the
public instruction, each of whom shall (power to grant reprieves,
Simply Because One Wanted a
Sec- 15.
In case of the failure to
hold his office for the term of 4 years Hons and nardons after conviction for
house where I live. She takes care
Rifle and Other a Revolver.
of me while my father is at work."
beginning on the second Tuesday of all offenses except treason and in qualify in his office, death, resignaJanuary next after his election: Pro-- case of impeachment, subject to such tion, absence from the state, impeachN. M.. Nov. 2. By ad
Aibuqueroue.
vided, That the term of office of those resignations as may be prescribed by ment, conviction of a felony or in- mission yesterday afternon of Johnnie
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
chosen at the first election held under! law relative to the manner of applying famous crime, or disqualification for
nine years old, and Lloyd
this constitution shall begin on the for pardons, but he shall in every any cause of both the governor and French,
Clark, ten years old. that they had
day appointed for the first meeting of case where he shall exercise his pow- - the lieutenant governor, the powers, robbed the Kendis second hand store
Connection made with Automobile
the general assembly, and they shall er, send to the general assembly at duties and emoluments of the office ot seven
line
at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
mysthe
Sunday
night,
guns
continue in office until their succes-- its first session thereafter, a tran-sor- for the residue of the term or until
which Automobile leaves Vaughn for Rosthe
robbery,
be
surrounding
tery
or
such
disqualification
disability
are elected and qualified.
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Rosscript of the petition, all proceedings
removed shall devolve upon the sec- has puzzled the police for two days, well at 3:30
The officers of the executive depart-- and tne reasons for his action,
p. m. Automobile leaves
was
cleared
away.
state.
of
retary
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
ment, except the lieutenant governor, ' There is hereby established and
stolid
a
to
Johnnie
Sec. 16. In case of the failure
French, maintaining
. vided a state board of nardons to con- f r,mnn
inincr tiim
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
sist of three members of which the qualify in his office, death, resigna countenance and his usual tone of fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
absence from the state, impeach- voice, and Lloyd Clark, with tears Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
they shall keep the public records, attorney general of the state shall be tion,
the other two to be appointed by ment, conviction of a felony or in- streaming down his face, and in Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autobooks and papers. They shall per-'.0for trembling tones yesterday afternoon
form such duties as are prescribed by the governor from among the resi-thi- s famous crime, or disqualification
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
of the governor, lieutenant confessed to Chief of Police McMillin
cause,
any
of
not
citizens
and
'dent
the
state,
constitution and by law, after
of state, the that they had pulled off the job. Chief
and
having first taken the oath of office. more than two of said board shall be governorduties secretary
and emoluments of the McMillin had arrested the lads several
Sec. 2. The supreme executive pow- - members of the same political party, powers,
office for the residue of the term, or hours earlier on suspicion.
After he
The term of office of the said
er of the state shall be vested in the
SEW MSIICO CENTRAL
or disqualification had
the boys through a severe
who shall take care that the bers of the state board of pardons until such disability
put
devolve upon the cross shall
be
removed,
shall
until
for
four
be
"came
their
and
they
years,
be
who
and
examination,
laws
faithfully executed
Senate.
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
with all they knew about
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WANT PROH1BI
TION.

(Communicated)
thousand members and
friends of the churches In New Mexico want prohibition written into the
constitution. That goes without saying. As light is against darkness,
and the kingdom of God Is against the
works of the devil, so the church must
be against the licensed beverage liquor traffic. And the church does not
hesitate to express her sentiments
freely and emphatically. The general
conferences and conventions of the
various bodies have repeatedly declared, in the strongest terms, that "tha
beverage liquor traffic cannot be licensed without sin."
And not only because the superior
bodies have so declared, but because
it is such a well known and deplorable fact, the church bodies of New
Mexico have likewise declared strongly against the further licensing of the
liquor traffic. The united church of
this new state soon to he most earnestly desires to have prohibition written in the new constitution. We give
below their resolutions:
The Methodist Episcopal Church.
At their recent annual conference
held at Las Vegas in September, the
Methodist conference passed, among
others, the following resolutions:
That we endorse the work of those organizations which have been laboring
to free our fair state, soon to be, from
the curse of rum, namely the
League and W. C. T. V. pledging
them our hearty support for the future.
That we request the constitutional
convention to write prohibition into
the constitution.
Bishop William A. Quayle, D. D.,
Chairman; Rev. Doctor Addis Albro,
Secretary.
Twenty-fiv-
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The Methodist

Episcopal Church,
South.
The Methodist Episcopal
Church,
South, held its annual conference last,
month in the beautiful "dry" city of
Artesia, and passed the following res
olution:
"3. That the delegates to the con
stitutional convention now in session
at Santa Fe be and they are hereby requested to write prohibition into the
constitution of our state."
Signed: G. A. Clark, P. T. Ramsey,
Chas. L. Brooks, Committee.
The Church of the Brethren.
This denomination was the first to
pass resolutions as follows:
"We the members of the Church of

the Brethren unanimously petition and
pray the constitutional convention,
assembled at Santa Pe, to write in the
constitution of New Mexico prohibition of all intoxicating alcoholic
spirits as a beverage, or make provision for prohibition of the same for
New Mexico. For the above we most
cordially invite you to give it your
special attention."
Samuel Weimer, Elder; A.
Signed:
G. Reed, Clerk.
Other Large Bodies Resolve Likewise.
Similar resolutions were passed by
the Presbyterian Synod of New Mexico and Arizona; and by the Christian
Body; and by the Sunday School Un
and
ion and several other church
moral reform bodies of New Mexico,
including the state convention of the
League. The best moral
sentiment of the territory is practically a unit in favor of writing prohibition into the constitution. Our po- Anti-Saloo- n

this timely and emphatic warning before it is too late. If we are at all
able to judge the temper of the people, the will accept only a progressive constitution.
Territorial W. C. T. U. Wants Constitutional Prohibition,
To the foregoing we need only add
the resolutions of the territorial W. C.
T. U. That noble organization which
h:.s done so much in this state, in all
the states and in the world for the
abolition of the beverage liquor traffic
and for the moral betterment of the
people can not be expected to ask for
constianything less than state-wid- e
tutional prohibition. They resolved at
their state convention:
"We believe that prohibition is the
only adequate way of dealing with the
legalized liquor traffic. Therefore, we
pledge ourselves to work at once,
with all our power, looking to God for
help and guidance, for constitutional
prohibition for the new state of New
Mexico. We further pledge ourselves
to tactfully educate pu'jlic sentiment
in cur state up to where a demand will
bo made for an amendment to the federal constitution, which will once and
for all time, prohibit the manufacture
and sale of intoxicating liquors in tin
entire ration."
Telegrams Request Prohibition.
The Roswell W. C. T. U. wires:
"For the welfare of the future generations we urge the adoption Of a statewide prohibition clause in the constitution being framed," and others
of similar import. The Ministerial Alliance of Roswell wires. "Ministerial
Alliance representing moral forces declare emphatically for constitutional
Any local option measure
prohibition.
considered an evasion. We have faith
in delegates to give people an opportunity to decide. Submission the only
way to early and final settlement, and
fair to both sides."
This should suffice to show which
way the wind Is blowing in New Mex-inn nnrt la nnlv a nflrt of tho pvnrpa-- '
sions of sentiment on this vital subject. These voices do not say that
they will turn down the constitution
if their request is not heeded. Deep
waters make little noise; but when
the proper time comes they sweep so
much the more powerful and surely.
Petition Urge Constitutional Prohibition,
The temperance forces could have
rolled up 25,000 or twice that number
of names on petitions asking for statewide constitutional prohibition,', had
they desired them. Some thousands
of men, women, boys and girls have
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Members of said Committee, shall never be denied the right and corporation is formed are:
Mattocks, personally known to me to
cumstances the people want the bevershall be at all times open to the in-- ' be the same
1. To acquire by purchase or manu-- j
persons who executed the
age liquor traffic, with its trail of un-- ' Majority Report of Committee on Ed privilege to attend the public schools
spection of the registered stockhold-- foregoing instrument of
ucation.
writing and
or other public educational institu- faoture, machines or other devices ers in person.
speakahle devastation, put out into
Santa Fe, N. M., October 28, 1910.
acknowledged that they signed, sealed
the open where they can get at it with
tions of the state, and they shall nev- (patented or otherwise for the purpose
to
time
from
To
time
determine
their ballots. Are the liquor dealers Mr. President:
er be classed in separate schools, but of printing, selling and delivering to whether and to what extent and under and delivered said instrument as their
Your Committee on Education beg shall forever
free and voluntary act.
so afraid of the result, as they were in
enjoy perfect equality the purchaser, coupon or other tickets
leave to report to the convention, the with other children in all public for indemnity against injury by acci- - what conditions and regulations the
Witness my hand and Notarial Seal
Chicago last election, that they will
accounts
books
of
the
company
and
this 15th day of September, A. D. 1910.
move earth and hell rather than wave following Article on public schools, schools and educational institutions of dent; engaging in all other kinds of
books
other than fhe stock or transfer
and recommend the adoption of the the
V. HUNDLEY,
(Seal.)
state, and the legislature shall pro- business of a general manufacturing, or
the question come to a vote? If they same.
anyof them shall he open to the'
vide by law penalties for the viola- of operating automatic slot machines
are so sure of winning, why sink away
Notary Public.
and
the
stockholders
the
of
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
tion of this section.
or other devices for the sale of acci-- . inspection
My commission expires January 25,
and hide behind the flimsiest excuses
are
ACASIO GALLEGOS,
stockholders rights in this respect
1911.
Sec. 12. Any .school district may" dent insurance, either with or without
for not submitting the question? If
SILVESTRE MIRABAL,
and shall be restricted or limited ac-the
of
devices
with
vote
of
a
Endorsed:
bv
legal
attachments.
weight
so
sure
are
the
they
T. J. MABRY,
2. To sell, exchange, lease or other-- cordingly.
No. C598,
voters of such district, provide for a
people will vote down prohibition,
FLOYD C. FIELD,
rescind
amend
and
To make, alter,
Cor. Ree d .
C, Page SO.
separate school for children of Afri- dispose of all or any patents, de-- ;
why in the name of honor do they hesM. D. TAYLOR,
of the company, to fix the
an descent, but such school shall be vires or machines for the selling and the s
Certificate of Incorporation of The
itate one moment to give them a
W. B. WALTON,
!
cap-as
amount
to
reserved
be
working
maintained as other public schools of delivery to the purchaser of coupons
Insurance Machine Company, filed in
chance to vote it down? We temper
.TNO. I. HINKLE.
to make the time for the declara-- :
the state.
office of Secretary of New Mexico,
or 0ther tickets for inuemnity against ital,
ance people are ready to trust our naW. E. GARRISON,
tion of dividends, to authorize and Oct.
Sec. 13. The State Board of Eeluca- - injury by accident,
p. ni.
26, 1910,
tive people with a vote on this propoJAMES G. FITCH,
cause to be executed mortgages and,
a
uniform
sysfor
shall
tion
3
or
NATHAN JAFFA,
the
real
provide
fo
S.
BROWN.
GEO.
pledge
mortgage
,
sition; and we challenge the saloon
prop-and
real
liens upon the
personal
tem of text books to he used in the pstate ana personal property
Education.
Secretary.
people to the combat at the ballot box.
schools, but suc h books shall ileges of the company or any part erty of the company, provided always
Section 1. A general diffusion of
Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
With a fair election and an honest
Board
whole
of
a
the
that
once
in
majority
thereof and t0 issme notes 1)0ndSi ne.
Certificate of Comparison.
count we can very accurately predict knowledge and intelligence being es- not be changed oftener than
No teachers, director. or gotiable instruments and other evi- - concur therein.
of New Mexico,
Territory
the result. A "square deal" for the sential to the preservation of the five years.
In case of Increase of capital stock
otner ameer connected wirn me puuOffice of the Secretary.
people on this and all questions is all rights and liberties of the people, the lie schools shall be directly or indi-- j
to issue such portion of the unsnbI, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
or under the direction and auwe ask. But we ask for that with all legislature shall encourage by all
scribed stock of the corporation as Territory of New Mexico, do
interested in the profits arising through
means the promotion of
rectly
suitable
of
thorization
Board
of
Directors
hereby
the
And we propose
possible emphasis.
!
or
pur-to
acquire
scientific and moral advance- from the sale of any books, apparatus. and on such terms as the directors may he necessary
certify that there was filed for record
to be heard. The people have a right
or furniture, used or to be used in mnv ilnn.v.
said
for
chase
corporation,
ment.
in
property
....
at
one
....
this
office
4V.n
o'clock p. m., on
l.n.f
n.,..
to be heard. They will be heard in
'J"DC
" - or to
its outstanding debts or the twenty-eightSec. 2. The legislature shall pro- public schools, or in any contract
of October, A.
satisfy
day
to
with
which
the constiutional convention, or at the vide for the establishment and main- the construction of school buildings rowing money
Phase
D., 1910; Certificate of Stockholders'
1,1
c
S.
auLuiuaiii.
iiiauuiavjiui
school
polls, or both.
or
.cuuiug
other
and
property.
tenance of a complete uniform and
With the consent in writing
of the Insurance
Ma
machines or other devices, patented
free system of public instruction emSec. 14. The legislature shall pass
-"- ""--'"'"
busito
or
and
further
the
CnTwtt.
otherwise,
flf ihl TV V V
i"nm i rnrf tha frtliw- rt iha Tiil?cira nf n
bracing elementary schools, which suitable laws for the preservation and
COMMITTEE REPORTS
shall be open to, and sufficient tor safe keeping of the funds arising from nes8 a"d purposes of said company.
at a ing copy of the same, with the origl- gtQck lsswa nnd outsfan(Jing
the education of all the children of the sale and leasing of the lands of
stockholders' meeting duly called for nal thereof now on file and declare
the
state, between the ages of 6 and the state, and for the disbursement of auxiliary or otner corporations ana that purpose, to sell, assign, transfer, it to be a correct transcript therefrom
(Continued from Page Six)
to
subscribe
for
stock
be-the
20 years.
thereof;
'
all other public moneys and funds
cr otherwise dispose of the property and of the whole thereof,
Sec. 3. The following are declared
to the public schools. No change property therewith and to buy of the
Given under my hand and the Great
company as an entirety provid- as
said lieutenant governor, twice to be
ing
funds for school pur- - custodian of any such moneys or funds from or sell property to such other ed
- Seal of the Territory of New Mexico
enperpetual
the
of
a
that
majority
always
the sum per diem received by a mem- poses of which the annual income
at ,h,; City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
only shall in any manner use or loan any corporations and to make and carry tire Board concur therein:
ber of the state senate, and mileage can be
Such part thereof for any private purpose into effect all arrangements with re- of Oc tober, A. D..
appropriated,
a majority on this 2Sth
resolution
at the same rate allowed state senaby
passed
By
per cent as has been or may be grant- or deposit the same in any bank, or spect to union of interest, amalgama- of the whole Board under suitable pro- - 1910tors.
ed, by Congress on the sale of lands of with any person, corporation or asso-- tion or consolidation with other
NATHAN JAFFA,
to designate
Provided the compensation of said the United States in the state. All
otherwise ihan in the name of panics or corporations having objects visions of the
fSe
Secretary of New Mexico,
of their members to constitute
three
officers shall not be increased or de- moneys arising from the sale or lease the State of New Mexico or the coun- - similar to or included in the
Certificate of
of Stock- objects of an executive
committee, which cora.
creased in any manner, directly or in- of Sections Nos. 2, 16, 32 and 36 in ty to which such moneys or funds
Ma- holders .f th
COnii)anv. and to carry on any
as
protime
the
being
directly, for a period of ten years aft- each township of the state, and the long, and every violation of the fore- business the
chine Company,
on of which the m;;tte shall for
carrying
bv-- ,
In
the
er the adoption of this constitution, lands selected or that may be select going provision shall constitute an
v.rcd in said resolution or
THIg Jg TQ CERTIFY Tbgt he im.
nor at any time shall said salaries be ed, in lieu thereof; the proceeds of embezzlement of so much of said directors may find directly or indi- laws have and exercise all the powers
to
derslgned incorporator8 and subscrib-o- f
conducive
the
development
which
increased or decreased during the all lands that have been or may here- moneys or funds as shall be so used, rectly
may
of
Directors
Board
the
ers tQ the ca)i(al gtock of The Insur.
term of office for which the said off- after be granted to the state which loaned or deposited, and shall be a of any business in which this com- he lawfully delegated in the manage-- j anre Maf.nine
Company, being incor-men- t
become
interested.
or
is
pany
may
icer may be elected.
are not otherwise appropriated by the felony; and any failure to pay over,
of the business and affairs of the porate(j under and ln
pursuance 0f
5.
subscribe for, exTo
cash,
pay
shall have the power to an aot of tte egjsature 0f the
e
Provided, further, that when che terms and conditions of the grant; the produce or account for any of the pubor transfer real or personal company and
change
t:.
to
net
of
or
lands
lic
funds
or
the
and
other
Intrusted
of the company
propseal
moneys
governor
the
of
proceeds
New
"An
:tory
Act
acting governor shall
entitled
Mexico,
be absent from the state on official erty and effects that may come to the such custodian as by law required or property of any character, or issue full be affixed to all papers which may re- - to regulate the formation and govern-quirstock, for any
business he shall continue to receive state by escheat or forfeiture or from demanded, shall be deemed prima fa- - Paid and
it. Generally said Board of Pi-- : ment of corporations for mining,
the salary of the office of governor unclaimed dividends or distributive cie evidence of embezzlement.
jreal or personal property, including
or said executive commute ufacturlng. Industrial and other
bonds and obligations of other
during such absence, but when other- shares of the estates of deceased per- Report of the Minority of the
the business and affairs suits," approved March 15, 1905, do
manage
wise absent for more than ten days sons; also all other grants, gifts and
companies, rights, privileges or fran-- of said
mittee on Education.
and designate the hereby declare in pursuance of
corporation
and
the
chiee
Edhereon
devices that have been or may
company,
he shall not receive such salary.
A minority of the Committee
purchased by
officers who shall have pow-- ; tion 23 of said act that there shall be
or
Sec. 23. That the following officers after be made to the state, the pur- ucation submit the following report: to hold, manage, or dispose of such
er to enter into and execute any con- - no stockholders liability on account
are hereby designated as the state off- pose of which is not otherwise de
We agree with all of the report of real or personal property,
stocks, tract or
of
obligation on behalf of the tion-any stock issued by said corpora-saiicials: governor, lieutenant governor, clared and specified.
the majority of the Committee on Ed- - bonds and obligations of other
deemed
be
as
may
corporation
Tl "TT Tl
Sec. 4. That the schools, colleges,
secretary of state, state treasurer,
except that we recommend panics and generally to transact any
n ntitr,ur , we nave
i. TTTHtrn
Yii.coa
state auditor, attorney general, super- universities and other educational in- that Section 12 of said majority re--1 an(i a business and to do any and all necessary
our
'hereunto
set
hand and seals this
......
j
ici7
1 IIC UUIHi'rtUJ
Eighthmnj
intendent of public instruction, and stitutions provided for by this consti- port be stricken out.
15th day of September, A. D., 1910.
business and to do any and all things
aceu'nu-lateor
its
surplus earnings
judges of the Supreme Court. And all tution shall forever remain under the
Respectfully submitted,
that may In any wise be necessary, In- apply refits
(Signed)
to the purchaso or
NESTOR MONTOYA,
i
district, county and municipal officers exclusive control of the state, and no
E. C. ABBOTT,
(Seal)
cident or appurtenant to the powers,
to hi
aa.l
ot
property
MARGARITO ROMERO,
and. police officers provided for under part of the proceeds arising from any
W.
IRVING LAKE, (Seal)
of
or
the
business
company.
purposes
own
of
its
Conor
capiial
hereto
VICTOR
this constitution and that may
ORTEGA.
lands granted
the state by
acquisition
S. J. MATTOCKS, (Seal.)
6.
To purchase, hold and
stock from time to time, to such
after be created by law, are designat- gress, nor any other funds appropriof New Mexico,
Territory
of its capital stock.
the
shares
ed as local officers.
and in such manner an l upon
CONVENTION SPARKS.
ated, levied or collected for Congress,
Santa Fe County. ss.
7. To do such other things as come gllch tems as ,tg Board of Directors
Sec. 24. All district, county, pre- nor any other funds appropriated,
cinct and municipal officers shall be levied or collected for educational pur"Since the census returns have en- within the scope of or that can con- shall determine and neither the prop- - puonc in and for said county and
residents of the district from which poses, shall be used for the support of abled us to look up the appointment of veniently, advantageously, or profit- erty nor the capital stoclt so purchas- - Territory, this day personally appearthey are elected or appointed.
any sectarian, denominational or priv- the.degeates to the constitutional con- ably be done by an automatic vending ed and acquired nor any other capital ed the above named E. C. Abbott,
Minority Report Executive
Depart- ate school, college or university.
vention those who were so quick to machine company.
in payment or satisfaction of sonally known to me to be the same
Sec. 5. All fines and penalties un- charge a gerrymander on the part of
ment.
8. To the extent and in the manner any debt due to the company shall be person who executed the foregoing
To the President and Members of the der general laws of the state shall be- the
as profits for the purpose of strument of writing and acknowledged
Republicans in making the appor- permitted by local laws to carry on
Constitutional Convention:
long to the public school fund of the tionment have been
wonderously and conduct its business and exercise declaring or payment of dividends un- - that he signed, sealed and delivered
Th,e undersigned members of the state and the legislature shall provide
quiet. The census returns show a very Its powers in any of the states, terri- less otherwise determined by a ma- - said instrument as his free and volun-joritminority of the Committee on Execu by law for levying and collecting tax- fair and Just rating for each county tories or dependencies of the United
tary act.
of the Board of Directors.
tive Department, beg leave to submit es for school purposes to be distribWITNESS my hand and Notarial
reserves the
that the board had noth- States, and to haxe one or more offices
Ninth:
The
company
considering
this, their minority report.
They uted throughout the state in propor- ing but
work to act upon. If the therein, and to keep the books of the right to amend, alter, change or re- - s,a' this 28th day of October, A. D.,
guess
to
for
Comof
the
children
of
tion
with
the number
the
the majority
agree
this 1910.
mittee in its report, with the following maintenance of public schools, and board had had the census returns and company outside of the territory of noal btiv nrnvislons contained in here-(Signed) .HJAN J. ORTIZ.
!
or
now
manner
made
in
the
ot
tho
PorttfWo
New
as
may
otherwise
Mexico,
apportionment
except
delegates
shall also provide by law for the levy to
exceptions:
(Seal)
Notary Public.
for
the
at
to
rate
the
statute
each
of
be
therein
county
and
each
the
after required by
provided by law,
Exception 1. They recommend that ing, and collecting of local taxes for
commission
My
Aug. 17,
expires
Incorof
inhabitants hut very few changes hold, purchase, mortgage and convey amendment of the Certificate
Section one of said majority report be public school purposes, to be used in
1912.
amended by striking out the word the respective counties in which such would have been made, and about as real and personal property.
poratlon.
State of Missouri,
9. In general to have and exercise
IN WINTESS WHEREOF we have
"and" and substituting a comma there- - taxes are collected; and should there many Republicans would have taken
County ot Jackson. ss.
seal
seats
as
Democratic
all
this
additional Demothe powers conferred by the law,s hereunto set our hand and
for, after the words "attorney general" be a deficiency of public school funds
Before me, V. Hundley, a notary
In line three of section one of said re in any school district after the collec crats would have been added. So the of the Territory of New Mexico upon 15th day of September, A. D. 1910.
public in and for said county and
E. C. ABBOTT, (Seal.)
port, and by adding the words "Com- tion of such funds to the limit of local charges of unfair stuffing of the con- corporations formed under the act
state, this day personally appeared W.
missioner of Public
Lands," and taxation as fixed by law, the legisla vention have been conspicuous
W IRVING LAKE, (Seal.)
by hereinbefore referred to and any
Irving Lake and S. J. Mattocks, perof
Internal Affairs," after ture shall provide for the levying and their absence lately." Texlco Trum- amendment thereof. And the forego
"Secretary
S. J. HATTOCKS, (Seal.)
known to me to be the same
sonally
the w'ords "Superintendent of Public collecting of additional general taxes pet
ing clauses shall be construed both Territory ot New Mexico, Santa Fe persons who executed the foregoing
Instruction" in line four of said sec to meet such deficiency, and shah proas objects and powers and it is hereInstrument of writing and acknowlCounty, ss:
foretion; and they recommend the further vide further that at least five months
Before me, Juan J. Ortiz, a notary edged that they signed, sealed and de- Resisted an Officer Jose Angel by expressly provided that the
amendment of said section by adding of public school shall be taught In
going enumeration of powers shall not publlc in and for the said county and livered said Instrument as their free
thereto, after the last word of said each school district of the state In Martinez and Silviano Martinez were bo held to limit or restrict in any territory, this day personally appeared and voluntary act.
to
each
sentenced
In
thirty days
jail manner the powers of the corporation. the above named E. C. Abbott, person- section, the words "except as to the each year.
WITNESS my hand and Notarial
Sec. 6. It shall be the duty of the at La Cuesta, San Miguel county, yesSuperintendent of Public Instruction
Fourth:
The
total
authorized
capi- ally known to me to be the same per- - Seal this 15th day of September, A.
and the Commissioner of Public legislature to require that every child terday for resisting Deputy Sheriff tal stock of this
corporation is three son who executed the foregoing in- iD . 1310
of sufficient physical and mental abil Antonio Gallegos. The sentence wtf
Lands."
V. HUNDLEY,
million dollars ($3,000,000), divided strument of writing and acknowledg2.
school
a
that
recommend
attend
shall
They
during Imposed by Justice of the Peace Fran- into three million
Exception
public
ity
Notary Public,
(Seal)
delivershares
and
(3,000,000)
sealed
ed
that
he
signed,
as
Section three of said majority report such period and for such time
may cisco Lucero y Mares.
Jan. 25,
My commission
expires
volof
one
of
and
the
value
free
dollar
his
as
ed
said
par
instrument
J(1.00)
be amended by striking out the word be prescribed by law, unless educated
1911.
each.
untary act.
"and" after the words "attorney gen- by other means.
ENDORSED:
If you want anything on earth try
Fifth: The names and postoffice adWitness my hand and Notarial Seal
eral" and substituting a comma thereSec. 7. The Governor, the State SuNo. 6599.
Want
New
Mexican
Ad.
dresses of the incorporators, the num- this 28th day of October, A. D. 1910.
for, and by adding the words "Com- perintendent of. Public Instruction, i
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6, Page 80, Certifisevof
Inshares
which
ber
of
stock
J.
for
JUAN
ORTIZ,
Public
and
some
state educational
missioner of
the head of
Lands,"
(Signed)
cate of. Stockholders'
' Certificate of Comparison.
erally and respectively they do hereNotary Public.
"Secretary of Internal Affairs" after stitution, a county superintendent of
(Seal)
of The Insurance Machine Company.
fcetritory of New Mexico,
the words "Superintendent of Public public schools, and three other
by subscribe and the amount of capAug. . 17,
My commission expires
Filed in Office of Secretary of New
t
Office of the Secretary. '
whom shall be actually
one
Instruction" in line three of said secital stock with which the company 1912.
Mexico, Oct. 28, 1910, 1 p. m.
recommend
foland
all
Nathan
of
the
further
educational
the
connected
of
with
will
commence
.1,
work,
Jaffa, Secretary
tion;
they
Jackson,
State of Missouri, County
business, are as
NATHAN JAFFA,
H ,v
amendment of said section by adding of whom except the state superintend- Territory of New Mexico, do hereby lows:
,,.
ss:
thereto, after the last word of said ent of public Instruction, to be ap- certify that there was filed for record
W. Irvin Lake, Kansas City, Mo.,
Before me, V. Hundley, a- notary
F. K. to J. 0.
sent in their petitions for a sober.
sane and safe constitution. Even saloon keepers have signed the petitions. Many of them want to quit the
traffic, admitting it is "a bad business." And petitions have been secur-
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of Santa Fe, died yesterday after a Its control a parallel or competing printing committee be empowered to
CONVENTION SPARKS.
He line."
employ them. It was brought out
long illness with consumption.
MINOR CITY TOPICS
An Equal Suffrage Cinch.
that such authority bad already been
was well known to many Santa
(Continued From Pa;e Five.)
Mr. Connelly introduced a proposi-survlv- lodged in the committee. President
people. His wife and several children
M. O. B. Earickson was the very
tion calculated to insure the engraft- - Hunt suggested that only efficient
him.
best man among us for the errand and
uie rau- stenographers be engaged.
upon
sunrage
Burned
"
equal
Store
Alamoqordo
2.
N
Denver, Colo., Nov.
his trip was well worth while. He
stitution ultimately. While it proNight Fire of unknown origin at
N The forecast is fair weather to- knows personally nearly all the delethe
vides
now
until
after
and
that
W.
E.
the
STATE
o'clock
last
OFFICERS
destroyed
TO
night
night and Thursday with sta- He reports that
Carmaek grocery and provision ware- meeting of the first legislature, only
BE ELECTIVE. gates,
1.
tiouary temperature.
There will be no county divis-- ,
The loss will male citizens shall vote, it requires
house at Alamogordo.
ions at the convention.
the legislature to submit a constitu300- Tlle Iirol'pr,-(Continued From Page One.)
If You Want to See Some Hardbe abo,lt
2.
That there will be no troubleinsured
but
the
tional
amendment
partially
right
granting
day see the Kentucky Pioneer at the
some restrictions worked into the conof
on
of
and
tion
the
the
of
Quig-lethis
on
quescommittee
Conductor
report
equal suffrage,
Made Record Run
Elks' tonight. It's good.
The convention adjourned stitution, but that the way will be left
&
of the Santa Fe is being congratu- tion qualified voters, regardless of executive.
Groceries & Canned Goods
Santa Fe Lunch Counter Inside
Fancy, Staple,
for us and other worthy candimade
last
run
sex
shall
until
forenoon at ten open
vote.
record
for
the
lated
Thursday
of.
kinds
All
the saloon, "Our Place."
dates.
was
He
The
o'clock.
Other
were:
conference
Duke
from
the
City.
Republican
propositions
3.
sandwiches and lunches served. P. B. night
That we have many friends in
session
in charge of train Xo. 2 which had
again at four the convention.
OYSTERS, FISH. POULTRY, LUNCH
By Mr. Tovera. relating to public went into
IJonhannan
2
was
Train
ncoPle on
o'clock.
ALARGE
MEATS, AND SAUSAGES.
4.
Good Home Cooking at the Coffee m
highways.
That the convention is strainlate but the connection at Lamy was
VARIETY OF VEGETABLES, FRUIT,
in relation to priMr.
By
Tovera,
Kitchen, Lincoln and Palace avenues
every nerve to finish by the fortiing
in
came
and
immediate
through
they
RIGHTS OF JURORS
eth day.
vate corporations.
Please order in advance. Phone Black 2
NEW POP CORN
1TXK Al'l'LES
hours and 40 minutes whereas the
5.
AND OF DEFENDANTS.
That the constitution will prob152. I. M. AsUer.
By Mr. Cunniff, securing to married
time is 3 hours and 40 minutes.
usual
Miners At
ably be referred to the people in Janwomen all the property acquired by
Cadets Defeated
BAKERY GOODS OF ALL KINDS.
Charged With Smuggling Chinamen them previous to and subsequent to United States Supreme Court Hands uary.
the cadets of the New Mexico
When the hearing of the case of the
6. That we will in all
Down Interesting Opinion in Approbability
Military Institute defeated the New
marriage.
secure
the new county at the first
From
Bone Ho, 4.
Mexico School of Mines team from So- government against Mar Chew, whom
Mr.
employBy
peal
Cunniff,
Washington.
prohibiting
session of the legislature and vote for
it is trying to remove to New Mex- ment, upon "
corro by a score of 46 to 0.
public work, of other
in the following election of
ico for trial on the charge of conspir- than citzens or those who have deWashington, Nov. 2. A man's con President
Fourteen Cases of Scarlet Fever at
to smuggle Chinamen into the clared their intention to become such, stitutional rights are not necessarily 1912." Ft. Sumner Index.
ing
One new case of scarlet
Albuquerque
States, was called by United unless American citizens should not violated because jurymen, trying him
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'OU neei t&e service we
ende? in the matte t of
gotsd clothes. It's a service
nobody else can ende yotij
because nobody else has
HART SCH AFFNER & M&RX
you want than you do. But
we do kiow something about
styles, and best fabrics; and
we can tell if a suit oe
coat looks right on you; fits

clothes in this town, andj we
think nobody else has qu'.te

the same idea we have about
the proper functions of a
'clothing store.
Our idea is' to see that our
customers get exactly what
they ought to have; if you
come here we'll try to show
you what will be really
best for you; the color, style,
the' weave, the model that
is best suited to your tpecial
case. We'll try not to think
we know more about what

"

properlv; i3 becomingto you
It's just as much to our interest as to yaurs to get you
into the right thing. We
can afford to be disinterested abiut the?e things; but
we cant afford to let you go
anywhere else for clothes
when we know we've got the
best clothes made.
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